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Abstract. It is very often the case that programs require passing, maintain-
ing, and updating some notion of state. Prolog programs often implement such 
stateful computations by carrying this state in predicate arguments (or, alter-
natively, in the internal datábase). This often causes code obfuscation, com-
plicates code reuse, introduces dependencies on the data model, and is prone 
to incorrect propagation of the state information among predicate calis. To 
partly solve these problems, we introduce contexts as a consistent mechanism 
for specifying implicit arguments and its threading in clause goals. We pro-
pose a notation and an interpretation for contexts, ranging from single goals 
to complete programs, give an intuitive semantics, and describe a translation 
into standard Prolog. We also discuss a particular light-weight implementa-
tion in Ciao Prolog, and we show the usefulness of our proposals on a series 
of examples and applications, including code directiy using contexts, DCGs, 
extended DCGs, logical loops and other custom control structures. 
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1 Introduction 
Programming stateful computations in Prolog often requires the state information to 
be passed as arguments to predicates, which complicates source code and increases 
chances for programming errors. The alternative of storing the state in a dynamic 
datábase makes code much more difflcult to reason about, both for humans and for 
automatic tools, since the datábase behavior is at odds with the referential trans-
parency of Logic Programming. Besides, asserting and retracting bring about an im-
portant performance overhead. 
This paper presents context propagation and scoping as a new approach to help 
produce code which is easier to write and to maintain in this situation. The approach 
we present extends the Prolog syntax with what we cali contextual notation^ It in-
cludes state deflnitions, context expansions, and scoped contexts, and tries to go be-
yond what other, related proposals, such as EDCGs [2], Mercury state variables [3], 
global variables [4], or mutable variables [5] can directiy express (See Section 3 for a 
more in-depth discussion). The semantics of a Prolog program using this contextual 
notation is deflned in terms of context propagation in control structures and clauses. 
4
 Notto be confused with contextual logic programming [1] (see Section 4.3). 
calc_new( [] ) . calc_new(c( [] , 0 ) ) . 
calc_top(X, [X|_]) . calc_top(X, c ( [ X | _ ] , _ ) ) . 
calc_add([X, Y|L], [Z |L ] ) : - calc_add(c( [X,Y|L] , R) , c ( [ Z | L ] , R)) : -
Z i s X+Y. Z i s X+Y. 
*/, More operat ions . . . ca lc_s to(c ( [X |L] , _) , c ( [X |L] , X)). 
'/, More operat ions . . . 
(a) First versión of a calculator. (b) Improved versión with a register. 
Fig. 1. Two standard Prolog implementations of a stack-based calculator 
Throughout the paper we will use a simple example to illustrate some of the prob-
lems which appear when writing and maintaining Prolog programs which need to 
transform states and compute with them. Figure 1 (a) shows a Prolog implementa-
tion of part of a stack-based calculator, where the stack is modeled as alist. Predicate 
c a l c _ n e w / l creates a new empty calculator, c a l c _ t o p / 2 gets the top of the stack, 
and c a l c _ a d d / 2 performs addition by removing the two topmost stack elements 
and leaving their addition on the top of the stack again. We can of course expect of 
a calculator to implement more operations, such as subtraction, división, roots, etc. 
These calculator operations are probably meant to be used from a loop such as 
t o p _ l e v e l ( S t a t e ) : -
read_command(Command), 
executeCCommand, S t a t e , NewState), 
top_level(NewState). 
where the transition from S t a t e to NewState is performed by the aforementioned 
predicates, one for every Command. 
Were we to improve the calculator by introducing a memory register, we would 
need to update our model to, e.g., a structure c/2, where the flrst argument models 
the stack and the second one models the memory register (Figure 1 (b)). 
A new predícate c a l c _ s t o / 2 copies the top of the stack onto the register, and 
the rest of the operations have to be adapted, regardless of whether they use the new 
feature or not. Of course, incorrectly recoding the necessary operations can cause 
hard-to-catch bugs which will lead to incorrect results and even to program failure. 
This is a classical example of poor code reusability stemming from a dependency on 
the state model. Type checking can help in alleviating this problem, but even in this 
case the issue of actually updating the affected code remains. 
Additionally, in c a l c _ a d d / 2 we had to manually replicate the stack from the in-
put to the output states and to explicitly thread the valué of the rest of stack L and 
the register R. The need to correctly manually thread state components is of course 
an additional source of programming errors, more even so if there are several states 
which have to be threaded at the same time. 
In the rest of the paper we will present our proposal for contextual notation, de-
scribe how it is compiled into plain Prolog (which will help us in giving it a more 
:- def_state cale := ~c(stack, reg). 
calc_new / - c a l c : -
set ( [] ) / s tack , 
set(O) / reg . 
calc_top(X) / +calc :-
get([X|_]) / stack. 
calc_add / calc:-
get([X,Y|L]) / stack, 
Z is X+Y, 
set([Z|L]) / stack. 
calc_sto / calc:-
get([X|_]) / stack, 
set(X) / reg. 
(a) Contextual versión of a calculator. (b) Calculator with a register. 
Fig. 2. Contextual notation versión of the code snippets in Figure 1 
formal semantics), and describe some particularly interesting extensions. We flnally 
present some application examples and discuss related work. 
2 Contextual Notation: Syntax and Semantics 
We will present now the syntax of our contextual notation and we will give an in-
tuitive description of their semantics. We will introduce also a sketch of a transla-
tion scheme into Prolog, which besides showing how contextual notation introduces 
just a negligible (and always constant) overhead, will give additional insight into the 
meaning and capabilities of contextual programs. 
2.1 Contextual Notation: an Example 
Rather than specifying formally the syntax and semantics of contexts, we will show 
a simple example and use it to give an intuition of what our notation achieves. In 
a nutshell, a context is a description of implicit arguments that represent input and 
output (structured) state information handled by a predicate. By input we mean the 
state at cali time, and by output we mean the updated state upon successful execu-
tion of a predicate. 
Figure 2 shows contextual versión of the previously shown calculator examples. 
The leftmost code defines a ca lcula tor as having a single component, the s t a c k . 
Note that we do not define anything else regarding the stack: it is just the ñame of a 
component. However, just by assigning a ñame to that component, we are reducing 
the possibility to assign something which is not a stack to a stack by a mistake. 
Every predicate is marked as receiving a c a l e context (in the construc-
tion pred_name / c a l e ) . Inside the predicate deflnition, the components of the 
ca lcula tor are visible. A context starting with - (minus sign) marks the predicate 
: - def_sta te cale := s tack . 
calc_new / - c a l c : -
s e t ( [ ] ) / s tack. 
calc_top(X) / +calc : -
ge t ( [X|_] ) / s tack . 
calc_add / c a l c : -
get([X,Y|L]) / s tack, 
Z i s X+Y, 
se t ( [Z |L] ) / s tack . 
as being output only: that is the case of c a l c _ n e w / l , which s e t s the valué associ-
ated to the s t a c k component of the context to [] .5 The + and the - preflxes used in 
contexts should not be confused with the usual notation for modes in Prolog. 
Contexts starting with a + (plus sign) are input only. This is the case of 
c a l c _ d i s p l a y / l , which outputs in the screen the element at the stack top. The as-
sociated state remains unchanged. Finally contexts without sign (as in c a l c_add /1 ) 
are input / output: their valúes can be consulted, as done to access the two topmost 
elements in the stack, and set, as done to store the result of the addition. Note that 
g e t is using uniflcation with logical variables at the same time it retrieves the valué 
associated to a context. s t a c k appears at most once in every predicate cali, while 
clearly accessing its valué and setting a new one needs two variables (similarly for 
the calculator). Ensuring proper threading is implicit and automatically performed 
by the translation into Prolog. This maybe becomes clearer in the contextual versión 
of the toplevelloop of the calculator 
top_level / +calc : -
read_command(Conimand) , 
execute(Command) / c a l e , 
top_level / +calc . 
where every e x e c u t e receives a calculator state and returns a new calculator state. 
A distinguishing feature of the contextual notation is that, unlike EDCGs or the 
state variables of Mercury, it is able to directly represent structured state. Figure 2, 
right, shows the calculator with a register written using contexts. Note that the 
ca lcula tor deflnition has now two components instead of one, which can be ac-
cessed inside a predicate deflnition whose context is a c a l e . The translation of con-
texts adds the corresponding structures as arguments in clause heads, and threads 
their components across clause bodies. With argument structures directly repre-
sented in clause heads, the translated code makes use of clause-head matching and 
indexing facilities of the underlying engine, instead of relying on runtime checking 
and intermedíate packing/unpacking of state arguments.6 
The initialization operation has to change in order to give a proper valué to the 
register,7 and a new operation to store in this register is added, as before. However, 
the code for the other two operations remains unchanged, as the contextual nota-
tion will make sure that ca lcula tor components which are not s e t are not changed, 
and the components are accessed by ñame, so that their position in a structure is 
irrelevant. In absence of this capability, manual deconstruction and construction of 
structures would be needed, with the increased possibility of mistakes. 
The combination of threading with structured state naming is able to give So-
lutions to the two problems identifled before: independence of the state model 
when possible, and automatic state threading, while keeping a reasonable declar-
ative reading which features backtracking and logical variables. 
5
 Context deñnitions work with get and set operations with the obvious meaning, in a way 
similar to VDM. Operations with nicer, more compact syntax, can be deñned, but for the 
sake of clarity we prefer to stick to get and set in these examples. 
6
 For illustration of making use of different clauses for different structured states, see the 
Example 1 on page 8. 
However, note that if the initial valué of the register were not deñned, no changes to 
calc_new/l would have been needed. 
s::=n (named state deñnition) c::=s (input-output state) 
\x (state component) \+s (input-only state) 
\"a (atomic term) \—s (output-only state) 
\"v (logical variable) |* (empty context; no state) 
\"f(s,s,...,s) (structure, arity> 0) \c,c (compositionof sub-contexts) 
Table 1. Syntax for states. Table 2. Syntax for contexts. 
2.2 States, Components, and Contexts 
We will now introduce the notation that allows us to specify the structure of state 
information and to ñame its components. State deflnitions have the form: 
: - def_sta te n := s . 
where n is an atom that is the ñame of the state, and s is the actual state specification. 
Defínition 1 (State Specification). A state specification s is constructed by a finite 
number of applications ofthe recursive rule in Table 1. 
Use of named state deflnitions in state speciflcations makes it possible to reuse 
previous state speciflcations when writing new ones. Note that since state speciflca-
tions have the shape of a Prolog term, when a Prolog term has to be interpreted as 
such, and not as a state ñame, it is escaped using a preflxed caret. See, for example, 
the defínition ofthe cale structure in Figure 2, right. 
The notation for a goal G in a context c is Glc. The syntax for G is that of regular 
Prolog goals, and the syntax for contexts is shown in Table 2. Figure 2 has examples 
for contexts starting with -, +, and without preflx. Our translation into Prolog will 
append extra arguments to G, according to the type of context which is applied to 
G, and thread these arguments in clause bodies according to the state ñames and 
whether they are input or output. The empty context is introduced in order to uni-
formly view and deal with predicates without context in an environment where it is 
needed. Context composition makes it possible to pack several contexts in a single 
one and write predicates which act on several (structured) states at the same time. 
2.3 The Translation for States and Contexts 
State and context speciflcations are translated into additional predícate arguments 
by means of their interpretation. An interpretation builds terms in which state com-
ponents are replaced with logical variables that serve as valué place-holders. Thus, 
the difference between input and output interpretations is in the variables used for 
that purpose. Table 3 shows the translation of goals in context for two different con-
text deflnitions — those used in the calculator examples. 
The interpretation of components at every point in a clause is given by a mapping 
from component ñames to variables which whill be used to assign logical variables 
to hold the component valué at every program point. 
Defínition 2 (Component Binding). A component binding 8 is an injective function 
that maps every state component x to a distinct logical variable 9 (x) (unused in code). 
Goal / Context 
calc_new / -ca le 
calc_top(X) / +calc 
calc_add / cale 
get([X,Y|L]) / stack 
set(O) / reg 
Calculator 1 
calc_new(StackOut) 
calc_top(Stackln , 
Stackln) 
calc_add(Stackln, 
StackOut) 
[X,Y|L]=StackIn 
— 
Calculator 2 
calc_new(c(StackOut, RegOut)) 
calc_top(StackIn, c(StackIn, 
Regln)) 
calc_add(c(Stackln, Regln), 
c(StackOut, RegOut)) 
[X,Y|L]=StackIn 
0=RegOut 
Table 3. Predicates in contexts and their translation for two context deñnitions. 
Before and after a predícate in context is called, state components are mapped 
to input and output logical variables (when needed: not always both mappings are 
necessary). These two mappings are stored in an input binding (before a state up-
date) and an output binding (after a state update), and are used to genérate input 
and interpretations for states and for contexts as follows: 
Definitioii 3 (State and Context Interpretations). (1) Given a state s, an input 
binding Bl, and an output binding 9o, the input and the output interpretations sl 
and s° are terms defined as: 
{x)i=Bi{x) 
Ca)1 = a 
Cv)1 = v 
r/(si,..., *„))' =/(*{,..., 4) 
Ca)° = a 
Cv)° = v 
{y{s1,...,sn))0=f{s0v...,s0n) 
{n)1 adef {n)°-. •Mef 
where S(jef is a state definition for n introduced with a def _ s t a t e declaration. 
(2) Given a context c defined as in Table 2, an input binding O1, and an output 
bindingQ0, the context interpretation i{c) is a sequence ofadditional argument terms 
defined as: 
i{s) = {si,s°) 
i(+s) = <s'> 
¿(*) = A 
i(-s) = (s°) 
i{ci,c2)= Z(ci)||¿(c2) 
where \ \ standsfor sequence concatenation, and A is the empty sequence. 
State and context interpretations are the key for translating construets of the form 
G/c to standard Prolog goals. Given a G/c construct, and an input interpretation O1, 
we wish to formúlate a rule for obtaining a translation of G/c and a new, resulting 
binding B°. For the latter, we wish to ensure that mutable state components receive 
output bindings that are different from the input bindings. If a state component does 
not appear in an output of c, we consider it immutable; otherwise, the output valué 
of a component can be different from its input valué, depending on the target predí-
cate. We formalize the notion of mutability in the following way. 
Definition 4 (Component Mutability). A state component x is mutable in context c 
(we write pc(x)) if and only if it appears in some sub-context s or-s ofc. 
c a l c _ n e w ( c ( S t a c k , R e g ) ) : - c a l c _ a d d ( c ( S O , RO), c ( S l , RO)) : -
[ ] = S t a c k , 0=Reg. [X,Y|L]=SO, 
Z i s X+Y, 
c a l c _ t o p ( X , c ( S t a c k , Reg)) : - [Z |L ]=S1 . 
[ X | _ ] = S t a c k . 
c a l c _ s t o ( c ( S O , RO), c(SO, R l ) ) : -
[X|_]=SO, X=R1. 
Fig. 3. A goal-by-goal translation. 
Defínition 5 (Atomic Goal Expansión). Given a goal G = g{i), where i is a (possibly 
empty) argument list, a context c, and an input binding O1, the expansión of Glc is 
defined as: 
G[c] = g(í||i(c)), (1) 
with the output binding: 
r{x] = \ *\J (2) 
v, pc{x) 
where v is afresh (Le. previously unused) variable. 
As an example, in Table 3, the context in calc_add / cale is translated into 
two different arguments containing structures. The sequence of arguments has been 
subject to deforestation to give two different arguments. 
According to the above defínition, = (T)/ + s would converted into T = sl and 
would unify T with the input state of s; similarly with = (T)/ - s, thereby allowing to 
get or set the state of s. For the sake of clarity, we introduce the special notational 
shorthandget(T)/s andset(T)/s. 
Besides, it can be easily verified that expansión ofG/* producesGj*] = Gwith 
B° = O1, because ¿(*) = A and for all components x we have ->p* (x). This allows us 
to treat all goals in a clause (except control structures) in the subsequent analysis as 
Gl c construets, even in trivial cases where c = *. 
2.4 Threading States 
Ensuring that context components are correctly threaded across control structures 
and in clauses needs to take into account alignment of component bindings both 
before and after expansions of each Gl c. Figure 3 portrays a translation into Prolog 
of the code in Figure 1, left, where bindings are chained to ensure proper threading. 
We set out the basic translation criteria for ensuring correct threading as follows. 
Defínition6 (Sequence Translation). A sequence on = G\lc\,...,Gnlcn (n > \), 
given input state 9o, is translated intoY.n = G\ [ci ] , . . . , Gn [c„] so that: 
(i) the input binding for G\\c\\ ÍSBQ; 
(ii) the output binding 0 i ofGi [c¿] (1 < i < n) coincides with the input binding for 
expanding G¿+i /c¿+i; and 
(iii) the output binding ofthe entire sequence is Bn. 
The sequence translation rule can be applied straightforwardly by sequentially 
expanding goals using the output binding obtained from an expansión as an input 
binding for the next expansión. The following table shows an example of sequence 
translation with state threading in the body of calc_add (Figure 2). 
:- def_s ta te node := 
"tC l e f t , elem, r i g h t ) . 
:- def_s ta te n i l := " [ ] . 
empty / - n i l . 
check(X) / +node :-
C get(X) / elem 
; check(X) / +left 
; check(X) / +right 
). 
ins(X) / node :-
get(E) / elem, 
E -> 
E -> 
ins(X) 
ins(X) 
left 
right 
). 
ins(X) / (+nil, -node) 
set(X) / elem, 
empty / -left, 
empty / -right. 
Fig. 4. A tree handling example 
traverse / (+tree, +dl) :-
traversel / C+tree, di), 
set([]) / di. 
traversel / (+nil, di). 
traversel / (+node, di):-
t r a v e r s e l / (+ le f t , d i ) , 
get(E) / elem, 
ge t ( [E |L] ) / d i , 
set(L) / d i , 
traversel / C+right, di). 
k 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Q]c-\ (stack) 
SO 
SO 
SO 
SI 
Bk_i (reg) 
RO 
RO 
RO 
RO 
Gklck 
g e t ( [ X , Y | L ] ) / s t a c k , 
(Z i s X+Y) / *, 
s e t ( [ Z | L ] ) / s t a c k . 
Hck (s tack)? 
No 
No 
Yes 
/iCjfc(reg)? 
No 
No 
No 
Gk¡Ckí 
[X,Y|L]=S0, 
Z i s X+Y, 
[Z|L]=S1. 
«— the resulting binding from sequence threading 
Finally, we define the criteria for correct threading of states between the head and 
the body of a clause. 
Deflnition 7 (Clause Translation). A clause Gl c <— on is translated into G [c] <— Z„ 
so that: 
(i) the input bindingOo is the same for both the head expansión G [c] and ~Ln; 
(ii) the output binding 9^ o/Cfc} is the same as the output bindingd
 nfromY.n. 
In application of the clause translation rule we note that the expansión of Glc 
introduces fresh variables in the output binding 0^ for all components that are mu-
table in c. Therefore, to ensure fulflllment of the requirement (ii), we substitute out-
put bindings in 9^ with the output bindings from 0n. To continué the same example, 
expansión of the head calc_add/calc from Fig. 2(b) produces: 
0(s t ack ) 
SO 
S2 
6>(reg) 
RO 
Rl 
h(i)lc p c ( s t a c k ) ? p c(reg)? \h'(t) 
c a l c . a d d / c a l e Yes Yes c a l c ( c ( S 0 , R 0 ) , 
«— the resulting binding from head expansión 
c ( S 2 , R l ) ) 
where S2 and Rl are fresh variables. To meet condition (ii), we substitute S2 with SI 
and Rl with RO, and finally obtain the translation of calc_add on Fig. 3. 
Example 1. The code on Fig. 4 shows some usual operations on ordered binary trees. 
We have two state deflnition: n i l that denotes the atom [] (representing the empty 
tree), and node that has three components - the element at the node elem, and the 
left and the right subtrees l e f t and r igh t , respectivery. 
The predicate empty/1 outputs an empty tree. The predicate check/2 checks 
for occurrence of a term in an input tree. Since by Deflnition 5 the argument list is 
expanded with an input interpretation of node, the head of the check clause is not 
matched if the input is a n i l . The predicate i n s /3 inserts its flrst argument into a 
tree represented by the context. The flrst clause of ins /3 operates on a node, while 
the second clause takes a n i l for an input, and produces a node as an output. Note 
fhat, by Deflnition 3(2), contexts node and (+node, -node) have the same interpre-
tation. Thus, a clause is selected depending on the actual cali-time argument. 
The predícate t r ave r se /2 shows howwe can handle difference lists in much the 
same way we do with DCGs. We accept the input (i.e. the preflx) of the difference list 
di, use the auxiliary predicate t r a v e r s e l / 3 , and flnally set of the output (i.e. the 
sufflx)ofdlto [ ] . 
Note that we can easily extend these operations to other ordered collections by 
deflning distinct structured states and adding the corresponding (discontinuous or 
multi-flle) clauses for check/2, i n s /3 and t r a v e r s e l / 3 . 
2.5 Implementation of the Translation 
The work in this paper has been implemented using Ciao packages, which make it 
possible to write compiler plug-ins which extend syntax and provide additional fa-
cilities. A beneflt of this translation-based approach, in addition to the portability 
across other Prolog systems, is the availability of other language extensions, differ-
ent evaluation techniques (such as tabling),program analysis, veriflcation, and run-
time checks [6,7], etc. The process of translating clauses containing context notation 
to standard Prolog clauses is implemented as a code transformation at compile time. 
State components are included in threading upon flrst encounter in a context, which 
may be in the head of the clause of anywhere in the body. The use of an input binding 
of a state component that has not been previously encountered can be thus detected, 
and a compiler warning on the use of previously uninitialized state issued. 
2.6 Applicability 
The contextual extensions described in this work have been extensively used in the 
Ciao system for several months, in order to rewrite some parts and develop new 
code especially for the documentation generator LPdoc [8]. Its has been instrumen-
tal in reducing the complexity, managing, maintaining, and redesigning large pieces 
of Prolog code. We experienced no performance degradation during the port, as the 
translation and the context language are precise enough not to introduce any over-
head, and it was conveniently used in the right places. 
3 Extensions to the Basic Framework 
There are some interesting features which, for conciseness, we did not include in the 
previous description, but which are interesting as they provide the programmer with 
tools which help in making the code easier to write and to understand. We will here 
briefly describe some of them. 
3.1 Towards Type-Checking of States 
As noted in Section 1, being able to ensure type-conformance, for some notion of 
types, increases confldence on program correctness by helping to flag bugs which, 
in our case, can stem from, for example, a wrong assignment. The current imple-
mentation of context variables includes the possibility of specifying the type (e.g., 
integer, atom, structure with a given ñame and arity) that some components of a 
state must have in order for the state to be validated, and also automatically genér-
ate type-checking predicates which are called automatically at run-time when such 
a valué is changed, and which throw an exception if type annotations are violated. 
We note that this can be currently used even in host systems which do not have in-
frastructure for type inference or checking. 
However, we plan to fully intégrate this capability with the static type inference 
and run-time type checking of Ciao [9,10]. This will allow us to reutilize the machin-
ery already developed, and be able to to decide at compile time type correctness 
when possible, and genérate runtime checks otherwise, in a way which is homo-
geneous across the code supported by the system — e.g., both for contextual and 
non-contextual code, and in context and non-context positions. 
3.2 State Navigation 
It is often useful to be able to access sub-components of a component that is struc-
tured itself. To enable that, we extend the syntax for states (Table 1) with component 
typing of the form x::n,to denote that the component x is itself structured according 
to the globally named state deflnition n. We further extend the syntax of state spec-
iflcation with the dot notation x.y, referring to the sub-component y of the compo-
nent x. In fact, we introduce a generalization of an untyped component ñame x into 
a component path x = x\.X2---- .xn («> 1). 
Introduction of component paths changes the threading and translation rules in 
the sense that after the flrst appearance of x.y in a context, all sub-components of 
x of the form x.a start to be threaded, and always substitute 9l{x) with a structure 
built of Bl (x.a)s after the deflnition of n. Also, from that point on, 0°{x) is always the 
corresponding structure composed of 9°{x.a)s. 
3.3 Syntactic Silgar for Setters and Getters 
Shorthands for the set and get operations are available in order to make code more 
compact and with a look more similar to that of imperative programming: 
s<-v = set(v)/s Give contextual variable s valué v 
T=s@ = get(T)/s Obtain in t the valué of contextual variable s 
The (<-) notation acts as if it were a destructive assignment on a given contextual 
variable or component, while x<8, in a term position, is replaced by Bl{x) for the Bl 
currently active at that position. 
3.4 Implicit Context 
Each clause in a predicate with a context requires the contextual arguments to be 
written explicitly. The same happens for contexts which are shared among several 
predicates (e.g., when writing an ADT and encapsulating its operations): declaring 
that shared context would spare the programmer from writing it explicitly. In Fig-
ure 1, the calculator example (Figure 5) is rewritten with a more concise syntax, 
where the clauses in the common context cale and the state deflnition are grouped 
together. The : - var declaration adds components to the state, which is the de-
fault context for every clause, taking as input/output mode the optional sign in each 
clause 8. 
8
 Note also that the example makes use of short syntax for getters and setters 
:- s t a t e cale {. 
: - var s tack, reg . 
-new :- stackO = [] , reg <- 0. 
+top(X) : - stackO = [X I_ ] . 
add : - stack® = [X,Y|L], Z i s X+Y, stack <- [Z|L] . 
s to : - stackO = [X|_] , reg <- X. 
}. 
Fig. 5. Notation for Implicit Context 
3.5 Stateful Logical Loops 
Recursion is usually perceived as the main way to express iteration in a declarative 
setting; however, for some cases, it obfuscates the code and makes it difflcult to un-
derstand its meaning. Higher-order functions (e.g., f o l d r ) emerged as a tool to de-
compose large programs into smaller and reusable components implementing gen-
eral data traversal and transformation patterns. When applied to monads, those iter-
ation patterns allow for imperative-like constructions for stateful computations [11]. 
In the case of Prolog, most modern implementations have some support for 
higher-order recursion patterns (e.g., m a p l i s t / N ) and some proposals to facilítate 
loop deflnitions exist [12], but representing the state is usually left out of the pie-
ture. Other approaches, such as monads for AProlog [13], did not materialize as an 
accepted coding practice for Prolog. Thus, lacking simple mechanisms to manage 
states and loops, even experienced programmers still rely on dynamic predicates, 
failure loops, and predicates with dozens of arguments, for tasks that could be de-
scribed purely using adequate abstraction patterns. 
Custom Control Patterns Our approach extends logical loops with the possibility 
for the user to define control patterns for stateful computations which involve loops. 
Their syntax is 
: - c o n t r o l (H do C) = { 
' ' : - . . . % d e f a u l t e n t r y p o i n t 
< < a u x i l i a r y c l auses>> 
>. 
where H is a term, C identifles the goal to itérate, and the deflnition of the control 
structure as a set of enclosed clauses (inspired on the module closures described in 
[14]), with a default entry point identifled by the atom ". The optional arguments in 
C specify existentially quantifled variables that are local (existentially quantifled) to 
each cali (e.g. loop iteration), and not connected to the rest of the body. 
Example 2. What follows is a control pattern which expresses an iteration scheme 
overlists, as a f o r_each(X, L i s t ) that executes a specifle goal for each element X 
in the L i s t can be deflned as: 
: - control (for_each(X, Lis t ) do Code(X)) = { 
" : - i t e r ( X s ) . 
i t e r ( [ ] ) . 
i t e r ( [X |Xs] ) : - Code(X), i t e r ( X s ) . 
} . 
Eachuse of the pattern, such as for_each(X, Lis t ) do Goal, unfolds its deflni-
tion, creating auxiliary predicates if necessary, containing as parameters and context 
all the required variables that appear in both Goal (visible, that is, not hidden under 
predicate abstractions or other control patterns) and the rest of the body, except for 
variable X. 
Example 3. We write now a simple program max_prod/3 that obtains the máximum 
valué of the product of elements in two lists, taking advantage of the previous defl-
nition of f or_each. The complexity of the control pattern is hidden when applied to 
the test program, becomes simpler than its recursive counterpart and reusable with 
other data structures: 
max_prod(As, Bs , R) : -
C <- 0 , 
f o r _ e a c h ( B , Bs) do f o r _ e a c h ( A , As) do max(A * B ) / C , 
R = C<§ . 
max(X)/Z : -
( X > Z<§ -> Z <- X ; t r u e ) . 
Adopting this syntax can, in some times, render programs which are more read-
able, shorter, and easy to understand and to explain. As a comparison, the Prolog 
code corresponding to the previous nested loop predicate is as follows: 
max_prod_3 ( [] , B, C, C) . max_prod_3( [] , B, C, C) . 
m a x _ p r o d _ 3 ( [ E | F ] , B, C, D) : - m a x _ p r o d _ 3 ( [ E I F ] , B, C, D) : -
max(E*B, C, G) , max(E*B, C, G) , 
max_prod_3(F, B, G, D) . max_prod_3(F, B, G, D) . 
max(A, B, C) : - max(A, B, C) : -
( A > B - > C = A ; C = B ) . ( A > B - > C = A ; C = B ) . 
Suppose that at some point it is required to write a versión that works with trees 
(e.g. by generalizing the code for t r a v e r s e l in Fig. 4). While the plain Prolog versión 
of max_prod/3 is not easy to update, the versión using control patterns can be easily 
modified by declaring a new control pattern: 
: - control (for_each_node(X, Tree) do Code(X)) = { 
" : - t r a v e r s e l / (+(~Tree)). 
t r a v e r s e l / ( + n i l ) . 
t r a v e r s e l / (+node):-
t r a v e r s e l / ( + l e f t ) , 
get(E) / elem, Code(E), 
t r a v e r s e l / (+ r igh t ) . 
} . 
Note that t r ave r se predicate can now be written concisely as: 
t r ave r se / (+ t ree , +dl) : -
get(Tree) / + t ree , 
for_each_node(E, Tree) do (get ( [E |L]) / d i , set(L) / d i ) , 
s e t ( [ ] ) / d i . 
4 Related Work 
We will now review and compare with our proposal previously published work which 
deals explicitly with notions of state and threading. 
:- acc_info(code, T, Out, :- s t a t e code_emit { 
In , (Out=[T| In]) ) . :- var code, s i z e . 
:- acc_info( inc_s ize , T, In , inc_size(N) : - S i s size@ + N, s ize<-S. 
Out, (Out i s T+In)). emit(X) : - codeO = [XICode], code<-Code. 
:- pred_info(expr_code, 1, expr_code(A+B) : -
[ inc_s ize , code]) . expr_code(A), 
expr_code(B), 
expr_code(A+B) -->> emi t (p lus ) , 
expr_code(A), i n c _ s i z e ( l ) . 
expr_code(B), expr_code(I) : -
[ p lu s ] : code, a tomic( I ) , 
[ 1 ] : i nc_s i ze . emi t (push( I ) ) , 
expr_code(I) -->> i n c _ s i z e ( l ) . 
{a tomic( I )} , } . 
[push(I ) ] :code , 
[1 ] : i nc_s i ze . 
(a) EDCG versión (b) Versión using implicit contexts 
Fig. 6. EDCG vs. our approach. 
4.1 DCGs and EDCGs 
Deflnite Clause Grammars (DCGs) [15] have been long used, both as a tool for lan-
guage parsing and as a convenient list-processing technique. DCG clauses represent 
state with a pair of lists 9 which are implicit predicate arguments and ensure thread-
ing of valúes across literals. The principal operation on the state is removing some 
head elements from the input list to obtain the output list, which is a very special 
case of stateful computation compared to the general problem we wish to address in 
this paper. 
Extended DCGs (EDCGs) [2] are a generalization of DCGs which were introduced 
to enable handling several state components called accumulators, represented as 
input-output pairs of implicit predicate arguments. One operation can be deflned 
for each accumulator. An EDCG clause of the form 
Head - - » Body. 
has one pair of input/output arguments for each of the accumulators, where the list 
of lexical elements is a special case of an accumulator. EDCG clauses use the syntax 
[Elem] : Acc to represent accumulating Elem to a particular Acc. The accumulators 
are globally deflned with an acc_inf o declaration, and have exactly one accumu-
lation operation. EDCG predicates are declared with a pred_inf o declaration that 
specifles the accumulators they use. In our approach (see Figure 6 for an example), 
accumulators in EDCG correspond to contextual state variables, accumulator opera-
tions correspond to predicates (which can of course be unfolded) and the pred_inf o 
corresponds to the declaration of the implicit emit context (Section 3.4). EDCGs can-
not express directly structured information composed of mutable components, and 
In practice, DCGs are often used with all kind of data as a single accumulator, not necessar-
ily lists 
the limitation to one operation is too restrictive in a general case where many dif-
ferent operations can be applied to stateful entities, which are, in general, not only 
accumulators. 
4.2 State Variables 
State variables, as those in Mercury (see also the global variables of [4]), can represent 
a mutable state with a pair of logical variables, and thus correspond directly to our 
notion of a context variable. A state variable in Mercury is a shorthand for naming 
intermedíate valúes in a sequence, where the current and nextvalúes at a given point 
are represented as ! . X and ! : X, respectively, and ! X denotes the pair (! .X, ! : X). The 
compiler transforms the source code to ensure state threading along the same lines 
as the propagation rules described herein. 
However, the most important limitation of state variables in Mercury is that a 
state variable can appear only as an argument to a predicate, and not as a part of a 
structured mutable state. For instance, it is not possible to write ! s (X) to mean the 
pair (s (! . X), s (! : X)). If the state has to be structured, the alternatives are open-
ing and deforesting the structure or decomposing and rebuilding it as needed in the 
program. Both approaches introduce problems akin to those that motivated us to 
develop the proposed expansión and propagation. Since Mercury is a strongly typed 
language, a part of the problem can be solved by declaring a type for a state vari-
able that corresponds to a structured term. In Prolog as an untyped language, how-
ever, we often need to have clauses that opérate on different data structures, pos-
sibly deflned in different modules. Note that our translation scheme, despite being 
relatively simple, allows syntacticaUy very nice features such as, e.g., the foUowing 
variable swap:" (a,b)<-(b@ ,a@). 
4.3 Contextual Logic Programming (CxLP) 
Contextual Logic Programming (CxLP) [1] (and the related notion of a minimal con-
text [16]) organizes code in parametrized units and resolves predicate calis in a cur-
rent execution context to a particular predicate deflned in a particular unit. CxLP is 
a major alternative to the existing, more traditional, Prolog execution engines and 
module systems, and is able to represent complex operations on state encoded in 
unit parameters. However, in our approach, we wish to be as transparent as possi-
ble with respect to the underlying Prolog system and to avoid reliance on specialized 
abstract machine instructions and global variables. Besides, CxLP is generally not 
concerned with modeling mutable state, threading, and structured state representa-
tions. Note that, as reported by their authors, the strength of the dynamicaUy con-
flgurable structure of CxLP is also its weakness, since that makes techniques such as 
static analysis (and even sepárate compüation) very difflcult. 
5 Conclusions 
We have presented an approach for easüy expressing the notion of complex state 
change within a Logic Programming language. This proposal has been used to 
(re)implement non-trivial software systems, such as the LPDoc autodocumenter [8] 
or the ImProlog compüer [17]. Both belong to the large and relevant class of systems 
which perform extensively transformations on states, and both have reportedly ben-
eflted from a cleaner way of specifying fhis state. We have also given examples of how 
well-known programming constructs which are also relevant for state-transforming 
algorithms, such as loops and (E)DCGs, can be cast into our approach. The imple-
mentation of such an approach turns out to be quite simple. In our case we have 
resorted to using a compile-time program transformation which works at the mod-
ule level using the facilities of the Ciao system. 
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